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THANK YOU 

Thank you for subscribing to 4D-House Ltd. We are pleased to have your 
support.  

Without you, the start to this company would not have been where it is now.  

We have launched Scripted, hosted by Careen Latoya and the Bedroom Poet, 
Becksy Becks and have had fun doing it all. We have had the #IAmNot4Sale 
team as stall holders in October, followed by Moremi Books in November. 

We do have much more in store for you all for the new year and can’t wait to 
share it with you.  

In the meantime, have a read of what two of our audience members had to 
say about Scripted in October and November and visit Becksy’s website 
www.bedroompoet.com.  

Enjoy tonight as you bring in the New Year with family and friends.  

We would like to wish you all a prosperous New Year and remember, when 
time gets rough, take a second to breathe and recover before getting back 
into the swing of things.  

Much thanks  

4D-House Ltd.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

UPCOMING 
Scripted: When We Ruled 
Date: Saturday 26th January 
2019 
Time: 5:30pm – 9:30pm 
Tickets: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/
e/scripted-when-we-ruled-
tickets-52968803116   

For other upcoming Scripted 
events, follow this link 
www.4dhouseltd.com/scripte
d  
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SCRIPTED: POST TRAUMATIC SLAVE SYNDROME 

Written by: Kaydee-Ann Charles 

Black positive events are only some parties, right? Very, very wrong indeed and this has been proven by the 4D House Ltd 
series of events when poetry meets a book club, Scripted.  

My friend and I had the privilege of attending and I truly say it was an awakening experience. There were some powerful 
performances by up and coming poets, Nate the Lyricist, Lola Oh and AMD Speaks, which based on the topic of post trauma, 
in conjunction with us delving into this book, Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome, by Dr Joy DeGruy.  

Using this as a starting point and with the aid of the booklets provided, we explored the themes Black Wall Street, Self-
Esteem, and Teaching Children to Aim High relating it back to our community with some very timely conversation.  

The age range was so diverse, so hearing different points of views was thought provoking because our views are influenced 
by so many factors.  

This event was truly unique and I left feeling elevated and empowered.  

I would definitely recommend attending one of these events. It is both entertaining and mentally stimulating, addressing 
some topics in forum in such beautifully facilitated manner.  

 

SCRIPTED: HELLO KING CLAIM YOUR THRONE 

Written by: Aaron James 

The Scripted, King Claim Your Throne event was one I won't forget. It had music, poetry and most importantly, discussions 
which allowed the audience members to engage in conversation and difference of opinion. I enjoyed the fact that the evening 
started with an icebreaker that involved every member of the audience sharing facts about themselves with the rest of the 
group. Although a big group, this definitely allowed us to laugh and feel more comfortable with each other straight away.   

The title Hello King Claim Your Throne was an interesting one and something that fascinated me. I attended this event with 
my father and it allowed is to have a continued conversation after it was finished. The questions that were put to us allowed 
us to understand the importance of a father figure, how do women support our kings, and what role does the schooling 
system play in supporting our young kings. These for me were great topics and it was extremely impressive to see the 
thoughts, ideas and opinions even given.  

A big topic for the night was around identity and this for me is something I would love the black community to tackle. This 
event allowed us to look at stereotypes that surround men. 

 This was an amazing event and one I would recommend to many of my friends. It is a show that had amazing talented 
people share their art through poetry and music and then a discussion which allowed us to connect, learn and share. 
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WHAT ELSE? 

4D-House Ltd is not solely an events company. In 2019, we will be offering 
opportunities for poets to get visuals for their pieces, mentoring poets and 
beginning to work with clients on book publishing as we also have a 
publishing house, Exhale Publishing.  

If you are interested in any of the services, please do send us an email and we 
will be happy to discuss these with you.  

 

 

Contact Us 

4D-House LTD. 
Email: info@4dhouseltd.com  
Website: www.4dhouseltd.com  


